Statistical models of shape for the analysis of protein spots in two-dimensional electrophoresis gel images.
In image analysis of two-dimensional electrophoresis gels, individual spots need to be identified and quantified. Two classes of algorithms are commonly applied to this task. Parametric methods rely on a model, making strong assumptions about spot appearance, but are often insufficiently flexible to adequately represent all spots that may be present in a gel. Nonparametric methods make no assumptions about spot appearance and consequently impose few constraints on spot detection, allowing more flexibility but reducing robustness when image data is complex. We describe a parametric representation of spot shape that is both general enough to represent unusual spots, and specific enough to introduce constraints on the interpretation of complex images. Our method uses a model of shape based on the statistics of an annotated training set. The model allows new spot shapes, belonging to the same statistical distribution as the training set, to be generated. To represent spot appearance we use the statistically derived shape convolved with a Gaussian kernel, simulating the diffusion process in spot formation. We show that the statistical model of spot appearance and shape is able to fit to image data more closely than the commonly used spot parameterizations based solely on Gaussian and diffusion models. We show that improvements in model fitting are gained without degrading the specificity of the representation.